Nine Sets of Coed Twins Confuse Campus

ALLIED RAIDERS DESTROY TOTAL OF 700 JAPANESE PLANES IN TWO WEEKS

YANK FIFTH ARMY DRIVES TO POCKET GERMAN FORCES

YUGOSLAV TROOPS CAPTURE HARBOUR CITY OF KOTOR

Four Coed Twins Enroll With Engineers

YUGOSLAV TROOPS CAPTURE HARBOUR CITY OF KOTOR

LONDON, Dec. 23 (AP) - Yugoslavia's partisans and the National Liberation Army recaptured the harbor city of Kotor, a town of 11,000, from the Germans today.

The Germans, however, are said to have used it to send supplies to the coast. Yugoslavian leaders are said to have been much embarrassed by the capture, which was announced by Belgrade Radio.

Four coed twins have enrolled at Michigan State College.

The Associated Press

BATTLE CREEK, Mich. Oct. 19 - The million-dollar lake estate of W. K. Kel-

nors has been presented to the town of Battle Creek by the former war wounded

Boy Project Hospital.

9152332

YUGOSLAV TROOPS CAPTURE HARBOUR

CITY OF KOTOR

London, Dec. 23 (AP) - Yugoslavia's partisans have recaptured Kotor, a coastal city in southern Yugoslavia's Zeta area, from the Germans today.

The capture of the harbor city of Kotor, a town of 11,000, was announced by Belgrade Radio.

Four coed twins have enrolled at Michigan State College.

The Associated Press
Leather Photo Frames

Carry His Picture in a Fine Leather Frame

His picture stays clean and fresh enmeshed in a Flexible Leather Frame. Available in all pocket and travel sizes with solid double openings, each choice of handsome natural saddle hole and beautiful gold embossed red, blue, green and brown leathers.

5c to $1.50

107 South
Washington Ave.
Liebermann's
Near Michigan Ave.
Four Teams Begin Practice for Saturday's Twin Bill

Inland, ROTC Tie, Engineers Take Vets

Preparations for the Saturday's campus league football game between the Inland and the ROTC and the off-campus engineers in the final contest, and the on-campus engineers and the civil war between will be in progress today. An afternoon of practice work by the four teams is expected.

The Engineers Team makes a final preparation for the game today. The on-campus engineers practice under the direction of Ken Arnold, rep. S. Slate, Ann Arbor.

L. G. BALFOUR CO.
Fraternity Jewelry Display

Tuesday and Wednesday Only

October 26, 27

Ken Arnold, Rep. 802 S. State, Ann Arbor
THE WOMAN'S WORLD

By LEONIE SEASTROM

FRESHMEN ORIENTATION

Presidential women will discuss the principles which make up government in orientation classes tomorrow, according to S. C. E. chairman Carolyn Cummings. Defiant parents, translation found in their direct discussions in their groups.

FELLOWSHIP BOARD

Judiciary board will meet at 6:30 tonight in the dean of women's office. Chairman, Dean Jean Hall stated yesterday.

RATION BORDERS

Before book 4 must be individually supplied for by all students, books purchased at special prices, made possible by the cutout. Dean Elizabeth Canneli announced.

RADIO AUDITIONS

Radio auditions for NFL radio groups will be held in room 245 College auditorium at 6 p.m. Candidates, may bring their own broadcast equipment, which will be provided by the NFL and Mercury radio, Detroit station.

Popes Works for Peace

LONDON, Oct 25 (AP)-Pope Pius XII has admitted his efforts are bearing no peace. The Pope is not satisfied with the question of the situation among Catholic countries in Germany and northern Italy, where the war is continuing, as he suggests it should be.

The past few days have brought reports, both for and against, that the Pope has signed a secret agreement with the American, British and French leaders to arrange the religious future of the Holy See, which is under Nazi control.

Join Victory Bus War

Hannah, Eight Others Attend Meeting for Land Grant Schools

President John A. Hannah and eight other members of the faculty held Sunday to attend the fourth session of the 50th annual convention of the Association of Land Grant Colleges and Universities at Chicago.

Others attending were E. L. Anheuser, dean of Agriculture, R. H. Babcock, director of educational service, V. R. Gardner, director of the experiment station.

Also at the conference are H. E. Dole, dean of Engineering; Mrs. E. A. Rogers, director of graduate school, Edna E. Smith, state home demonstration leader, and C. V. Holland, state cotton agent leader.

The convention discussions will deal with wartime values and responsibilities of land grant colleges.

SWAYS to Conduct Defense Enrollment

Defense leaders will be able to make up for H, G, and H groups and other defense projects expected to standardize the activities of the University of Detroit, according to the department of swimming, according to the dean of Swimming.

This plan was called to discuss plans for the advanced electrical work which is to be offered to the ANSP students.

When the Frost is on the Pumpkin

Kramer Brand Scarfs

Made in Scotland

$2.95

Blanket Lined

Canadian Warner

Coats

by McGregor

Strictly G. I.

BY DEE

Have heard some news about the new PX which sells special clothes for 36 cents and candy for 5 cents, but the sign of it seems to be that the PX was established as a group for the others having an hour of limited civil liberty with the military such as L. . .

All ANS men warned that PX is considered a friendly place to go in the future.

A recent letter to the editor from the Student CTD read: "To all successes of Sarah Williams last week. Thanks a million for the personal service in giving advice. I am expecting the new PX may be expanded into a PX, and the ANS should come in and work on it as we are not really expected to form the clubs, but the PX is not organized any more, I hope to visit the PX next week."

"Peace" has been the keynote this week. As a result of this, the PX will be opened for the ANS boys as a friendly place to go in the future.

The University of Detroit, according to the department of swimming, according to the dean of Swimming.
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"Peace" has been the keynote this week. As a result of this, the PX will be opened for the ANS boys as a friendly place to go in the future.